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June 2017 Vedic Astro Forecast PDF for 
subscribers 

Here are some highlights of June: 
 Venus moves into Aries on May 31st (and expands the number of 

potential Green Days, after 4.5 months opposite Jupiter!) 

 Mars moves into Gemini opposite Saturn through July 10th, 

creating a new kind of day in the Calendars for the month. 

 Building Solar and Lunar Light from New Moon on May 25th 

through June 9th for everyone! Be careful not to get over extended 

and over booked. Under book your social events for the middle of 

June, and you can then choose which events you want to attend closer 

to the event. 

 Good News: Ten Green Days in June! 

 June Solstice marks the exact middle of the 

year. 

For health tips on how to work with each of these energies 

this month make sure to watch the monthly videos and join 

me June 3 and June 6th for a LIVE session with me, and ask 

any questions you want about the astrology of the month or 

Conscious Calendars.  

I am sharing quick ways to shift mind states, clear 

blockages and methods to keep the abundance flowing 

during the month of June.  

FREE GROUP MEETINGS WITH KATHLEEN! 

1. Clear Difficulties and understand the astrology of the 

month, including how to work with Saturn and Mars on 

September 3rd at 8:30 am Pacific Time.  

Event and Replay is here: 

http://events.iteleseminar.com/?eventID=98512878 Listen to the 

recordings afterwards (Same link ID). Look for the links to the class, and the 

recordings in your Video area and in your monthly newsletter.   

 

2. Tuesday June 6th 9 am Pacific Time on a Green Day: Kathleen is giving on 

Astrology of Venus, Mercury and Jupiter and how the Green Days have 

changed and how to call in prosperity and abundance on any day! 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://events.iteleseminar.com/?eventID=98512878
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Join the event or listen to the replay: 

http://iTeleseminar.com/98513004 

JUNE SOLSTICE – Celebrate and Capture the Light wherever you live! 

 

Solstice is June 20 at 9:24 pm PDT or June 21 at 12:24 am EDT or 2:24 pm AEST 

Australia 

 
LONGEST DAY OF THE YEAR IN THE 

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE 

Different than June of 2016 when the full moon 

AND solstice occurred on the same day. 

The light is beginning to return to those in the 

southern hemisphere, or we are celebrating the 

longest day of the year or celebrating the SUN on 

June Solstice in the northern hemisphere. 

 

 

 

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE SOLSTICE HEALTH TIP AROUND THE SHORTEST DAY 

OF THE YEAR FOR YOU: 

Advice for southern hemisphere residents: The middle of June is the darkest 

time of the year for you, especially from June 9th – June 23rd. That time zone will 

bring the absolute lowest energy available to you in the year from June 21 – June 23rd.  

 

To help anchor the light in the middle of your winter in southern hemisphere, I 

recommend St. John’s shield which anchors the light within the plant and literally turns 

the oil red with its infusion. This incredible oil from one of my favorite companies (no 

affiliate link) is here: http://store.fesflowers.com/florafusions-oils/st-john-s-shield-2-oz-

or-4-oz.html  Find a place in the southern hemisphere to save on shipping which makes 

a St. John’s Wort oil (this company’s oil is incredible because they include flower 

essences and essential oil, as well as infused oil with St. John’s Wort.) 

Do not take the supplement or drink the tea unless you are being monitored by your 

doctor or health care provider. 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://iteleseminar.com/98513004
http://store.fesflowers.com/florafusions-oils/st-john-s-shield-2-oz-or-4-oz.html
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(St. John’s Shield topical oil can be used in December for those in 

the northern hemisphere.) 
 

 

CELEBRATE 

Wow! What a month of May.  Now that Venus is no longer in Pisces (so the tug to 

indulge has decreased or to not workout, phew!) there are some incredible Green Days 

coming up in June and July. So, life can really start moving along!  

The Lunar light and Solar Light are building at the same time in the northern 

hemisphere until June 9th. Then the days continue to lengthen through June Solstice. 

○ Full Moon in Scorpio June 9th 

 

Swim in your intuition, build 

power through collaboration. 

 

Today’s full moon is to remind 

us that we can cultivate 

intuition EVERY day of the year.  

 

This full moon might be giving you 

deep insights from your dreams. It 

is important to allow some personal 

quiet time on June 8 – 10 for 

yourself, that is unhooked from all stimulus (from listening to music, or media of any 

kind) and spend at least 10 minutes just being. Then you can journal for a few minutes, 

but let there be space before consuming anything like reading, writing or being engaged 

in something. Otherwise, the message from the deep ocean of your inner being cannot 

let its message bubble to the surface. Then see if you can try this habit daily! 

 

Relax in or near water around this full moon. Since Scorpio is like an ocean of 

subconscious knowledge, let yourself float in the sea of possibility and see what answers 

or creativity emerges. (You might possibly even ‘float’ or visiting a sensory deprivation 

tank to help you unwind, and tap into deep meditative states.) 

The building light and energy at this time of year, will have the gardens of those in the 

northern hemisphere bolting upward! 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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Collaboration is lighting up right now because Venus, 

Mercury and Mars are dancing opposite the Moon and this 

brings a special harnessing of light, action and care 

together that comes from a well- balanced community. 

Reach out to colleagues, build something together! 

 

Build Intuition We know that spending at least 10 

minutes a day in quiet contemplation develops intuition – 

that is established from Positive Psychology research. (Want to know more about how 

building intuition builds luck? Check out Kathleen’s free ebook on Positive Happiness 

Habits. Intuition is the third happiness building habit in the ebook because it helps you 

cultivate flow which is like a super food to the heart and mind.) 

● New Moon in Gemini at 10:30 pm Eastern Time EDT on Friday June 23rd or at 

2:30 am UTC / 3:30 am BST London Time on Saturday June 24th. 

This New Moon is in a fierce and divinely discontent part of the heavens. Use 

this rough and tumble moon that likes to buck the system and do things their 

own way, to change something that has been bugging you for the past few 

months.  

Change something related to YOU, do not focus on someone else. 

 

This new Moon (called Ardra) has a laser like energy to it with the Sun, Moon, sunrise, 

Mercury and Mars all aligned within the same 10 degrees of sky! Not that is some 

intensity that comes with what is normally a quiet time of the lunar cycle (and normally 

a gentle new Moon). 

ALIGNED ACTIONS: This section of sky calls for strong clearing actions, like attacking 

bad habits. You might want someone to come over to your house and enact a BIG, DEEP 

clean of your home or office.  Get rid of things you have not used, get rid of food or 

snacks that do not support your health and vitality. (Get an accountability partner, so 

you can help each other.) 

 

This is a no pussy footing around Moon, and with Mars adding fuel to the fire, opposite a 

Saturn in smoldering Sagittarius, you really want to use this laser focus while you have 

it to get rid of the old patterns or stuff. 

 

This can be a hot-mess Moon too, but it’s calling is to survive and thrive despite the 

circumstances of life. 

 

So, this New Moon helps you face the pain you might have been avoiding or allows you 

to grab your dark side and tug it into the light. Like a vampire which dissolves in the 

light, the actual clearing will be easier than the resistance you might have been having 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://www.lbhappiness.com/happiness-free-book/
http://www.lbhappiness.com/happiness-free-book/
http://www.lbhappiness.com/happiness-free-book/
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to just ‘doing it’ and getting rid of that bad habit. 

 

Travel is definitely NOT recommended on this New Moon. 

 

HEADS UP:  

 

WATCH FOR ROUGH EDGES ON 

Saturn Mars DAYS IN JUNE through 

June 21 – These will coincide with 

“Purple Days” this month. 

 

June 10, 11 & 12 Read here and see 

description below.  

 

I have been sharing Purple days with 

everyone for over a year in both the 

monthly PDF and social media 

reminders.  Purple Days are the days when I have talked about the Moon being 

aligned with Saturn. A slowing down of a project, or an obstacles might appear 

on these days, which is different energy than typical Yellow Days, which are 

more prone to distractions and drama, or technology or commute issues. 

  

In June, Purple Days are ALSO aligned with Mars, so there is an extra edge to 

these days, that began when Mars moved into Gemini on May 27th.  

Be like Wonder Woman in June: A great image to use during June is to image you 

have a pair of Wonder Woman’s bracelets of magical metal which repel any negativity 

that might be around you. At the same time, remember that THE MOST POWERFUL 

THING you can do in the midst of conflict is to be kind and loving.  

 

You are not afraid to stand in Truth. Be powerful while you repel negativity by not 

feeding it. While on Green Days it is easier to access love, and connection and move 

things along.  

 

Life is often a balance. 

Health Tip: Mars’ metal is copper. 

You can also drink water first thing in the morning after it has set in a copper cup 

overnight. This is a way to charge and clear your body gently. 

 

These are also good days for those who work in technology or engineering of any kind. 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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The science and technology planets of Saturn and Mars might bring out some unique 

problem solving and Eureka! Moments on these days through June 21.  

The only thing to watch for is that Saturn and Mars do not get along too well, and 

they will be opposite each other through early July – so the days that the Moon 

aligns with these planetary forces will give those days more edge – June 10, 11 & 

12 are those days this month.   

 

Gemini and Sagittarius ascendants might need to watch their health more 

closely – and take extra care to prevent injuries. Supporting those people’s 

digestion while not eating too much spicy food will be in order to maintain 

optimum health.  

 

Scorpio Ascendants and Moons (in the Vedic System) might have some 

surprises this month which appear to destabilize them, AND now that Jupiter is 

direct, they can experience working toward that wealth (money making money for 

you) I have been speaking about for the past 4.5 months. 

 

3. Prepare for August, the eclipse month, and last two Mega Red Days of the 

year! Download your Mega Red Day Report and look ahead to plan on keeping 

August 7/8 and August 21 really simple days. 

 

The total solar eclipse on August 21, 2017 traverses across the entire United 

States.  The eclipse days are called Mega Red Days, and the Eclipse or Mega Red 

Day report teaches you how to use these intense days to turn things around for 

yourself. You can use the days to reverse bad habits IF you know how to use the 

energy. 

 

4. Then TWO major shifts come in September 2017.  Jupiter changes constellations 

and the placement of the eclipses changes for the next 18 months (and the flavor 

of Yellow Days ) in September 2017 too. 

 
WANT A SESSION WITH KATHLEEN? 

*** If you would like a session with Kathleen to look at your personal chart to understand more about 

how the Green Days and Saturn and Mars may affect you this year, go to 

http://consciouscalendars.com/coaching/ and get one of the 15 spots in June that just opened up for the 

special.  

 

You can always reach out to support@consciouscalendars.com or email Kathleen directly at 

info@kathleenwhalen.com for help with your Calendars or to learn more about the special of the month. 

EXCITING JUNE 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://consciouscalendars.com/coaching/
mailto:support@consciouscalendars.com
mailto:info@kathleenwhalen.com
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With Jupiter direct, and 10 Green Days in June AND July, we have some rockin’ energy 

to work with as we prepare to make mitigate problems, reverse habits and make the 

most of the time in between eclipses in August! 

Remember, you are getting this longer term reminders because you are a subscriber. 

Everyone else only gets a one day reminder of the “days” or issues of the week over on 

social media.  

 

*** Stay in touch with your long term view and weekly reminders over on our 

community page at www.iLoveVedicAstrology.com which is the Conscious Calendars 

Facebook page. 

Remember to LOGIN to Conscious Calendars to get your Bonus Reports.  

  

Watch the two videos we have for you this month. Listen to the videos while 

you read the PDF and live Consciously with all of my tips. 

***August is eclipse month! So you are going to want to make sure you are 

prepared for the last two Mega Red Days in 2017 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://www.ilovevedicastrology.com/
http://consciouscalendars.com/bonus-content/
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June details: 

Venus changed constellations on May 31st, entering Aries, and helping create 

Green Days when the Moon is in Libra (Vedic Map). 

June 1 & 2 Yellow Days 

Thursday June 1 – The Moon is with Rahu in 
Leo and aligns with an abundant, romantic 

energy, but it’s still a Yellow Day. This is the 
second of 3 Yellow Days in a row before our 

Green Streak June 3 – 6! 

Take deep breaths and have a back-up plan 
just in case delays or obstacles appear. 

The Moon is in Purva Phalguni for advanced 

student of Vedic Astrology (a region of sky that 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://consciouscalendars.com/login/
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can be associated with the Union of the Gods and marriage, but is not a good wedding 

day while Rahu is in Leo.) 

 

Friday June 2 – Moon is still with Rahu in Leo, continue to watch and not 

engage with drama. The Moon is now in Uttara Phalguni, which is more stable, and yet 

Rahu will still distract or stir the pot today. If you can start the day with a steady 

routine, you will be successful today! 

 June 3, 4 , 5 & 6 Green Days These Green Days have the Moon either WITH Jupiter 

in Virgo or in Libra (opposite Venus in Aries). These are all days filled light! 

Saturday June 3 This is one of the most auspicious regions of the sky being 

connected with the Sun God (Savitur) and gives those born with this Moon a ‘golden 

touch’ of talent from above.  This highly creative region of sky is doubly auspicious with 

Jupiter being in Virgo right how. (Tesla was born with this Moon afterall!) 

Correction! Type I Light and Swift Day!  

Aligned actions on this day are: Beginning travel or educational studies of 

any kind, devotional practices, healing and receiving healing therapies, learning 

languages or philosophy. Real estate is favored on this day, buying land, 

building houses, or laying a foundation.  This day is good for opening a business, 

for commerce or sales/trade of any kind; acquiring or paying back a loan. The 

Moon is in Virgo in the region called Hasta. 

Sunday June 4  

Correction! Type II Soft, tender and romantic Day!  

Connected with the star Spica in the constellation of Virgo, this is one of the most 

magical points in the sky.  Also translated as “the jewel” (Chitra); those born with this 

Moon stand out, and have a magnetism to them.  

 

Use this Green Day to extend beyond your usual boundaries, reach out to someone in 

person, or by mail.  Go ahead let yourself be seen today!  It’s a day for flare that is 

about your expression of sharing what you enjoy in life.   

Let your desire to serve others show today, the day will have an extra glow. 

 

On this day Mercury also moves from Aries to Taurus, going into the house connected 

with Venus. 

Monday June 5 Type II Green Day The Moon is in Libra now opposite a smooth 

flowing Venus. Today brings a sweetness. Reach out and connect with community or a 

group of friends, the harmony seeking Libra asks you to connect with something larger 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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than yourself. This is also a good day for design planning for your home or office since 

today’s moon is connected with Vastu, or Indian Feng Shui.  

Tuesday June 6 Type IV Green Day – Moving energy.  

 

Make changes today of any kind to your routine, to your home or office or make 

significant purchases related to vehicles, bikes or transportation. 

 

The Moon (Swati) is now connecting you with True wisdom of the arts, learning through 

art or music, beauty and knowledge. How can you either see live music, or connect with 

the arts today?   

***Today is the class Kathleen is giving on Abundance at 9 am Pacific Time! 

We will discuss the energy of Venus and Mercury and how the Green Days have 

changed and how to harness prosperity on any day. 

 

Join the event or listen to the replay: 

http://iTeleseminar.com/98513004 

 Friday June 9 Full Moon in 

Scorpio  

Swim in your intuition, build 

power through collaboration. 

 

Today’s full moon is to remind 

us that we can cultivate 

intuition EVERY day of the year. 

This full moon might be giving you 

deep insights from your dreams. It 

is important to allow some personal 

quiet time on June 8 – 10 for 

yourself, that is unhooked from all 

stimulus (from listening to music, 

or media of any kind) and spend at 

least 10 minutes just being. Then 

you can journal for a few minutes, but let there be space before reading, writing or 

being engaged in something. Otherwise, the message from the deep ocean of your inner 

being cannot let its message bubble to the surface.  

 

Relax in or near water around this full moon. Since Scorpio is like an ocean of 

subconscious knowledge, let yourself float in the sea of possibility and see what answers 

or creativity emerges. (possibly even ‘floating’ or visiting a sensory deprivation tank to 

help you unwind, and tap into deep meditative states.) 

 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://iteleseminar.com/98513004
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We know that spending at least 10 minutes a day in quiet contemplation develops 

intuition –that is established from Positive Psychology research. (Want to know more 

about how to build intuition and luck? Check out Kathleen’s free ebook on Positive 

Happiness Habits). 

June 10, 11 & 12 “Purple Days”   

These three days simply mean that the Moon is aligned with both Saturn and Mars 

which can make for some intensity in our days. Manage anger by getting enough 

exercise, (and fiber) and by being aware of these energies you can avoid arguments on 

these days, but just not “egging” any conflict on. 

 

You do not have to be a doormat, rather you are like Wonder Woman dispelling 

negativity with your silence and Gang, gang, gang said silently.  

 

Peace can be cultivated in the midst of conflict – it’s the only way we will ever have 

peace.  

Purple Days will have new icons in the next re-design of the calendars. For 

now, I will refer to them as Purple Days, but they will only be listed in your PDF 

for subscribers and on the day itself on the Facebook page. 

 Saturday June 10 Purple Day and Jupiter goes direct! It is Saturn’s day, and 

thankfully now that Jupiter is direct again, look to have court cases and advocacy 

situations to fall more on the side of Truth and trust in the law.  Some answers you have 

been waiting for can now emerge over the next month! 

 

If you have been consulting an attorney for anything, you can now gain more 

information, clearly than previously with Jupiter direct for months. 

June 13, 14 Green Days – The Moon is in Capricorn these two days, receiving the 

steady influence from Jupiter thank goodness! 

Tuesday June 13 Type IV Moveable Day Today is a day to LISTEN to the 

answers from the Universe, hear what conversations are going on around you, see 

what help you might get today. It is a day with moving energy – move things right 

along.  

 

Aligned activities for both June 13 & 14: 

  Buying vehicles or other methods of transportation, like bicycles or mopeds.   

 Major changes are supported of work and home, so moving an office or home, or 

making changes related to profession or residence. 

 Major life changes of any kind 

 New routines, turning over a new leaf, or changing daily habits switch more easily 

on this type of Green day.   

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
http://www.lbhappiness.com/happiness-free-book/
http://www.lbhappiness.com/happiness-free-book/
http://www.lbhappiness.com/happiness-free-book/
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 Minor changes to gardens and landscaping: testing out new places for small 

plants. Making adjustments to high turnover crops in farming and large Co-op 

farms (like lettuce and strawberries). 

 Changing your commute or the route to regular activity. 

 Purchasing or launching a ship for transportation, like a ferry.   

 Travel or leaving on a long journey is supported with this kind of green day, one 

that is connected with a major change in life, like travel in retirement or to 

research where you might live next. 

Wednesday June 14 Type IV Moveable Day.  

The moon today is often called “The drummer” (Dhanishta) and connected with the 

heart-beat of the cosmos, also called the Star of Symphony. 

Today is more motivated than yesterday, which was more of a day for insights and 

learning and listening. Today is a day of making your own path by listening to the beat 

of your heart. 

If you have been taking quiet time each day and writing down what you are Grateful for 

each morning, then your guidance will be strong today.  

You might even write a little song! 

Aligned activity: (see above) 

June 15 & 16 Yellow Days The Moon is in Aquarius these days, and is connected with 

the healing moon mansion called Shatabhishak, which brings the light of the 7th chakra 

into your life. Since today can get a little ungrounded, remember to eat your regular 

meals at regular times, and you will be able to handle this Yellow Day and any 

technology issues that might arise. You might get some beautiful insights. 

 June 18, 19 & 20 Green Days 

Sunday June 18 Mild Green Day Type III – Fixed energy for today can have it feel a 

bit intense. So stay focused on building things by yourself, don’t over-do-it on this day.  

This is both a Fire Dragon and Water Dragon day (as Kenneth Johnson calls them) – so 

the alchemical nature of the Moon in water sign Pisces with the Grace of Jupiter’s 

wisdom is going to point you in the direction of your “next step” today IF you let 

something go.  

The less fixed You are, the better the day goes. Go with the flow today. 

Aligned activity:  

 Pour the foundation of a house 

 Establish a garden or make a major change to some land.  

 Plant trees 

 Break ground or begin building a home, temple or church 

 Marriage 

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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 New stone work, fences and other installations of large, heavy materials that are 

intended to stay for long periods of time. 

 

Monday June 19 (Type I for the U.S.) II (Europe and earlier) 

A beautiful day any way you slice it because the Moon is connected with both a purpose 

filled Venus and guiding Jupiter.  

Consider going ‘on a date’ to see art, music or wear new clothes today. It is a fresh and 

sweet day; try and enjoy the sweetness of life without needing to eat sweets (try a 

mango, strawberries or some well aged balsamic vinegar instead of dessert today).  

Let the sweetness of life revitalize you today. 

Aligned activity:  

 All kinds of learning; music, dance and drama, even learning about architecture 

and art are good on these days.   

 Marriage ceremonies  

 Dating or meeting new friends are good on these days. Acts of romance and 

gestures of love and care are well received on these days. 

 Relaxing with friends 

 Buying or wearing new clothes, and other pleasurable activities in life that 

replenish and give vitality. 

 And Begin a trip or journey 

 Start a major project  

 Sports activities 

 Receiving or giving healing therapies, medicine or remedies on these days are 

particularly beneficial for health.   

 Open a business, have a grand opening, launch a product, have a launch party or 

celebration on this day is good for the company.   

 

Tuesday June 20 Mild Green Day 

Aligned Activities today: 

 Begin a trip or journey 

 Receiving or giving healing therapies, medicine or remedies on these days are 

particularly beneficial for health.   

 Open a business, have a grand opening, launch a product, have a launch party or 

celebration on this day is good for the company.   

 Major transactions in sales and trade and any mercantile operation moves quickly 

on these kinds of Green days.   

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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 Taking on or repaying a loan or debt is very good on these kinds of Green days, 

the transaction will go smoothly and the debt is more likely to be repaid quickly.  

 Educational studies of any kind, devotional practices, learning languages or 

philosophy. Real estate is favored on this day, buying land.  This day is good 

for opening a business, for commerce or sales/trade of any kind. 

Tuesday June 21 Saturn retrogrades back into Scorpio – setting a new tone for 

a VERY Mild Purple Day on June 22 & 23. This now changes the energy of 

Purple days since Mars and Saturn will no longer be edgy with each other. 

Wednesday and Thursday June 22 & June 23 Mild Purple Days The Moon is in a 

special place of consciousness, so this helps off set the obstacles which might 

come on these Purple Days. Keep perspective.  

 

Try saying a shortened Loving Kindness meditation throughout these Purple 

Days. 

 

“I am safe and protected. Or May I be safe and protected. 

May I be at Peace.” 

 

Friday June 23 Red Day 

Yeah! Celebration, a mild Red Day or the turn-around energy of the year depending on 

where you live! Read on. This is the day before the new moon in June, and so for those 

in the northern hemisphere, it will not feel like too much a low energy.  

 

On the other hand, those in the southern hemisphere – this will be the lowest energy 

day of your entire year. Yeah! Things start to really build from here. Rest well, eat 

simply and easy to digest food. 

○ New Moon in Gemini at 10:30 

pm Eastern Time EDT on Friday 

June 23rd or at 2:30 am UTC / 

3:30 am BST London Time on 

Saturday June 24  

New Moon is in a fierce and 

divinely discontent part of the 

heavens. Use this rough and 

tumble moon that likes to buck 

the system and do things their 

own way, to change something 

that has been bugging you for the past few months.  

http://www.consciouscalendars.com/mini-ccal
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Change something related to YOU, do not focus on someone else. 

 

This new Moon (called Ardra) has a laser like energy to it with the Sun, Moon, sunrise, 

Mercury and Mars all aligned within the same 10 degrees of sky! Not that is some 

intensity that comes with what is normally a quiet time of the lunar cycle (and normally 

a gentle new Moon). 

ALIGNED ACTIONS: This section of sky calls for strong clearing actions, like attacking 

bad habits. You might want someone to come over to your house and enact a BIG, DEEP 

clean of your home or office.  Get rid of things you have not used, get rid of food or 

snacks that do not support your health and vitality. (Get an accountability partner, so 

you can help each other.) 

 

This is a no pussy footing around Moon, and with Mars adding fuel to the fire, opposite a 

Saturn in smoldering Sagittarius, you really want to use this laser focus while you have 

it to get rid of the old patterns or stuff. 

 

This can be a hot-mess Moon too, but it’s calling is to survive and thrive despite the 

circumstances of life. 

 

So, this New Moon helps you face the pain you might have been avoiding or allows you 

to grab your dark side and tug it into the light. Like a vampire which dissolves in the 

light, the actual clearing will be easier than the resistance you might have been having 

to just ‘doing it’ and getting rid of that bad habit. 

 

Travel is definitely NOT recommended on this New Moon  

Sunday June 25 – Hi ho, Hi ho it’s off to work we go like a good worker and keep 

focused on the tasks at hand today. It could be a productive day. Be open to discovering 

some new product today. 

 

The Moon is two days new and in an auspicious place (Punarvasu). There is just a lot 

going on today with the Sun, Mercury, Mars and Moon all appearing to be in Gemini 

today. 

 

Monday June 26 – It’s an auspicious in-between day, connected with a spiritual Moon. 

(Pushya) But it is not any kind of significant day. It is sometimes nice to just have “a 

day”.  

Wednesday & Thursday June 28 & 29 Yellow Days  The Moon is with Rahu in 

Leo…so just keep on being aware of ‘bumping into’ dramatic narcissists on these days or 

someone who tends to go into drams or get distracted easily and do not gossip on these 

days! We all could be the scattered one, if we do not manage our energy well on Yellow 

Days.  
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Only open emails at specific hours in the day, and set your goals for the day the night 

before and review them the morning before you walk out the door. Otherwise, the day 

could be all over the place.  

Do not bother to try and run errands on low lunar light Yellow Days like June 28 & 29.  

Keep an eye out for scattered drivers if you drive your own car. 

Friday June 30 Mild Green Day 

We are returning to the building of light Green Days now! This is a day that just barely 

has enough light to give it a mild Green Day. Work on behind the scenes projects and 

keep conversations short, but still use the good luck that is sprinkled throughout this 

day. 

Jupiter graces this Moon which has seven days of lunar light and is in Virgo. 

Aligned Actions: 

 Pour the foundation of a house or of a company. 

 Establish a garden or make a major change to some land.  

 Plant trees 

 Break ground or begin building a home, temple or church 

 Marriage 

 New stone work to your house or garden, fences and other installations of large, 

heavy materials that are intended to stay for long periods of time. 

 

 

Remember to LOGIN each month to get your PDF, videos and download the Bonus reports if you have not yet. There is 

SO much there for you in addition to the Calendars! 

www.ConsciousCalendars.com/login 

Then click on the Bonuses TAB and get your reports and monthly videos (where you also downloaded this PDF for paid 

subscribers only). 
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